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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS:

Skirt length will be determined by the width of fabric minus the shirring. Stitch all seams 1/2" from raw edges.

Subtract 2" from hip measurement. Divide that amount by 6.28. This provides the radius for the skirt’s upper edge.

1. Remove shirred edge of fabric by cutting 1/4" from the lowest row of shirring. This will be used later as trim for 
the lower edge of the skirt.

2. To make circle skirt, fold fabric in half crosswise, having both the edges where the shirred section was removed and 
the finished edges even. Pin along upper and lower edges. Fold in half again. Pin along folded edge to keep layers 
together. 

3. Bring the double folded edge diagonally toward selvage, forming a triangle. Pin. 

•	 3 yds Style In An Instant fabric
•	 11⁄2" to 2" wide elastic band
•	 Sewing machine
•	 Basic sewing supplies



4. Using a long ruler or a long piece of cord and a piece of chalk, measure from the point of the triangle where the 
fold and selvage meet to the end of the edge where the shirring was cut. Mark that distance at 1" intervals as 
shown. Cut waist edge in the same manner, using the measurement obtained in step 1. Trim away excess fabric.

5. Stitch ends of skirt sections right sides together. Press seams.

6. To prepare hem trim, from the shirred section that was removed earlier, measure up five rows of shirring; cut 1/4" 
above the fifth row.

7. Match the pattern of the five row piece to the remaining shirred fabric and cut another five row section. Stitch 
shirred sections together at one end, matching elastic shirring and fabric patterns. 



8. Lay skirt open, right side up on a flat surface and carefully pin the wrong side of the trim to the lower edge, 
extending ends  1/2" on each side of trim. Cut away excess trim. Stitch ends together. Stitch trim in place by 
stitching directly along upper and lower shirring rows, being careful not to pull on elastic shirring. 

9. To finish waist edge, cut a piece of elastic the length of waist measurement plus 2". Stitch ends of elastic.

10. On outside, lap elastic 5/8" over waist edge of skirt. Pin in place, stretching elastic to fit. Stitch along lower edge 
of elastic and again 1/4" above first stitching.

Skill Level 3: Experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: 3-5 hrs 

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project. #294-2834
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